World of My Dream
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Some of our lifetime may have various problems and matters causing disappointments to the surroundings. These miseries occurred may make our feelings reduced until it lacks of vitality and then we are absorbed with various disappointments and problems until we are not our own and are exhausted of enjoyment. However, when we take time to be with the problems and use our consciousness to observe the things occurred, it makes us know that for the optimism, whether we have any problem occurred in our lives or not, we can elapse beyond it.

When we are looking at our lives and are optimistic, we will have antibody against various problems and disappointments until it becomes a discharge of miseries out of our bodies. It only remains in the happiness obtained from stepping across all miseries until it becomes the perfect happiness and the future life is meaningfully occurred.

My thesis work performance is focused on the presentation of showing attitude towards the guidance which is popularly happy, blissful, joyful and is in the world of dream and imagination by supposing ourselves to have an infatuation into the stage of happiness. For the reason of the existent real life of the human-being, it is probable to always have the stage of miseries and sufferings mixed.

I want to present story of myself just a little people in the new world. In surrealism style with content about my life when release from problem and chagrin become a taste of pleasure. Discharge the peripeteia and those away something soul-destroying my minds become a happiness in my new world.

My thesis work performance is focused on the presentation of showing attitude towards the guidance which is popularly happy, blissful, joyful and is in the world of dream and imagination. And present by technique digitalprint and eraser stamp on paper in Semi Sarealistic style. I used figure of myself many people are playing fun and exciting activities on a different place. Liken we made friends with ourselves. Encourage and complement each other in atmosphere on the virtual world of dreams. To reflect that when we are suffering through and problems in life until becomes an optimistic.

* Program of Visual Arts
I find myself and ascending sort the data to be inspired. Analyze and gather concept and expression in imagination diverse.

1. Finding data
2. Sketch
3. working

I need to present my work in Semi Sueralistic style through by technique digitalprint and eraser stamp on paper which is popularly happy, blissful, joyful and is in the world of dream and imagination.

Sky at night in various locations.

clouds in various places around the body.
Vikings player a large amusement park.

large Ferris wheel in an amusement park.
Pictures of people dancing

The picture shows the shape of the candy in works.
The picture shows the shape of the candy in works.
The picture shows the shape of the candy in works.
Title: In Perfect of my Dream #3  
size: 65 x 190 cm.  
Technique: Digitalprint and Eraser Stamp

Title: In Perfect of my Dream #9  
size: 65 x 190 cm.  
Technique: Digitalprint and Eraser Stamp

Title: In Perfect of my Dream #7  
size: 65 x 190 cm.  
Technique: Digital print and Eraser Stamp